ABSTRACT. A set A C X is free for a function F: X -> P(X) provided x £ F(y) for any distinct i, y G A. We show that, if F maps the reals into closed subsets of measure less than 1, then there is an infinite free set for F.
A set A C A is free for a function F: X -> P(X) if x £ F(y) for any distinct x, y G A. Erdös and Hajnal [EH, Problem 38(B) ] asked about the size of a free set for F mapping the reals into closed sets of measure less than 1. Gladysz [G] proved the following theorem.
Suppose A is a separable metric space and p is a finite Borel measure which vanishes on points.
Then, for any function F : X -> closed subsets of A, a free pair exists provided for some measurable function i/:I-tJJ, p(F(x)) < v(x) for all x G X, and Í vdp<\(p(X))2.
Jx
We generalize this result and find conditions for the existence of a fc-element free set, 2 < k < w.
We first fix some terminology. \b is the characteristic function of a set B. For A c Ax Y, x G X, y G Y, let Ax = {z G Y: (x,z) G A}, Ay = {z G X: (z,y) G A}.
A rj-finite measure space is a triple (A, X,p), where A is a set, X is a tr-field of subsets of A, and p is a er-finite measure in X. If p is a measure, then p* and p» are the outer and inner measures respectively. Let (A, X, p) be a cr-finite measure space. For a nonnegative real valued function /, write fxfdp for the upper integral, i.e. for inî{Jxgdp: g measurable and g > /}. If Y c A, by a classical result of Los and Marczewski [LM] , we can define a measure p \ Y on the tr-field X \ Y = {V n Y:
Moreover, for any nonnegative real valued function /, fYf d(p \ Y) < fxf dp. Now we state a Fubini type lemma.
LEMMA. Let (A, X, p) be a cr-finite measure space. Let Y be a second countable topological space, and let v be a o-finite measure in the o-field generated by closed subsets ofY. Then, for any set Ac X xY with all sections Ax closed, f p.(Ay)dv(y)< I u(Ax)dp(x).
Jy Jx LUDOMIR NEWELSKI, JANUSZ PAWLIKOWSKI AND WITOLD SEREDYNSKI PROOF. We do it for p and v finite. Let U be a countable base of Y. Given e > 0, find B D A such that for x G X, v(Bx\Ax) < s and Y\BX is a finite union of some members of U. Next find Z C A and a finite "V C U such that p*(Z) > p(X) -e and that for z G Z, Y\BZ is a union of some members of "V.
Let Z = X \ Z and â -p \ Z. Let A be the finite field generated by V. If S is an atom of A, then there is Rs with By n Z = Rs for all y G S. Find Ts G Z with Ts C Rs, i?(Ts) = d*(Rs). Let C = \J{S x Ts : S an atom of A}. Then
<e-u(Y)+ f v(Bx)dp(x).
As e was arbitrary, the Lemma follows.
THEOREM.
Let X be a second countable topological space, and let X be the o-field generated by closed subsets of X. Let p be a a-finite measure in X. Suppose that F C X x X is such that Fx is closed for all x G X. Consider the mapping x -» Fx.
(a) Suppose that p(X) < oo, 2 < k < w, and for x G X and B C A with p*(B) > 0, we have (*) p(X) > (fe -1) L*({x}) + -2-~j^XB(t)p*(Ft n B) dp(t)\ .
Then there is a k-element free set. Moreover, if k = 2, it suffices to check (*)
for B = X.
(b) There is an infinite free set provided (i) or (ii) holds.
(i) p(X) = oo and for some C < oo, for all x G X, p(Fx) < C.
(ii) For all xGX, p(Fx U {x}) = 0.
PROOF, (a) By the Lemma, /M.(F*)dM(i)< [ p(Ft)dp(t).
Jx Jx
Hence, / (p.(Ft) + p(Ft))dp(t) <2¡ p(Ft)dp(t).
Jx Jx So, for some x G X, (**) pt(Fx) + p(Fx)<^Jxp(Ft)dp(t).
Let Y = X\(FX UFX U{x}). By (*) and (**), p*(Y) > 0. Hence Y / 0 and to get a 2-element free set we can take any y G Y. Then y £ Fx U Fx U {x}, so {x, y} is free. If we want more, we use induction.
By (*), for y G Y and B C Y with p*{B) > 0, p(A) > (fc-1) L-({y}) + -^j^XB(t)p*(FtnB)dp(t)j .
>(k-2)(* -1) L*({y}) + J^jxXB(t)p*(Ft n B)dp(t)j + (k-l) L*({x}) + -^j^*(Ft)dp(t)\ .
By (**), after division by (k -1), p'(Y) > p(X) -lp*({x}) + -^J^(Ft)dp(t)\ >(k-2) L*({y}) + _2_ jf XB(t)M*(Ft n B) dp(t)j . = oo, so we can continue and pick in this fashion an infinite free set. For (ii) the key is that by (**) of (a), there is x G X such that p,(Fx) = 0, so p*(X\(Fx U Fx U {x})) = p(X). Now we can find an infinite free set in the fashion of(i).
COROLLARY (1).
On the real line consider a map x -> F(x), where F(x) is closed of measure less than 1. Then there is an infinite free set.
This answers Problem 38(B) of Erdös and Hajnal [EH] .
COROLLARY (2).
On the unit interval consider a map x -> F(x), where F(x) is closed of measure zero. Then there is an infinite free set.
In this case F(x) is nowhere dense. Erdös [E] proved that such mappings have infinite free sets. But the above argument applies also to measures which do not force closed sets of measure zero to be nowhere dense.
COROLLARY (3).
Suppose that X is a second countable topological space, p is a measure in the o-field generated by closed sets, and p vanishes on points. Let 2k -2 < p(X) < oo, k > 2. Then, for any mapping x -> F(x) with F(x) closed of measure less than 1, there is a k-element free set. In fact there are disjoint sets Bi,..., Bk of positive outer measure such that any selector xi G Bi,..., xk G Bk is free.
PROOF. Let U be a countable base of A and let e > 0 be small. Find A such Then always |.F(x)| < m, and any free set for F has at most one element in each segment (2m + l)i < x < (2m + l)(i + 1). The number of segments is d + 1, so there is no free set of size > 1 + d+ 1 > 1 + n/(2m + 1). (4) shows that the assumptions of the Theorem are (in some sense) essential.
NOTES. (1) Corollary
(2) It seems worthwhile to note the following corollary of the Lemma. Let A be the Lebesgue measure. Suppose A is a subset of the plane with all vertical sections closed of measure zero. Then \*({y:\,(Ay) >0})=0.
(3) Topology is not necessary. Let (X,X,p) be a tr-finite measure space. Let C C X be a countable field. For A C A set p(A) = inf{p(C) : C G Cand A C C}.
Then we can drop the assumption that Fx is closed but we must replace p(Fx) by p(Fx). This is an equivalent approach because C can be taken as a base for the topology on A.
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ADDED IN PROOF. 1. D. H. Fremlin remarks that if p is atomless (i.e. p*({x}) = 0 for each x G A), then the condition (*) in Theorem (a) can be weakened to (p(A))2 > 2(k-l)Jp(Fx)dp(x), J being the lower integral. The argument is based on the equality p(Fx)dp(x) = ini{(i>2)*(F) : v-a measure on A extending p} and the following fact: if E c A2 is immeasurable with (k -l)v2(E) < (i^(A))2 then there are points Xi,...,xn € A such that (x,,Xj) £ E whenever i < j < n. 2. In a forthcoming paper, Half Fubini theorem, the second author discusses the following strenghtened version of the Lemma: 
